We hope you enjoy these few Sample Proverbs and Saying taken from
Old Blind Mike's Original Collection
Distributed under the name of PONDEROSITY!
Section #1
1. If your going to PLAY THE GAME OF LIFE…
you better know the rules,
for your effort might be defeated,
NOT by your opponent
but by YOUR OWN IGNORANCE!
2. Disagreement among friends
sometimes keeps STUPIDITY
from reaping its HARVEST!
3. If everybody’s name was a GOOD WORD,
when we got together
we would have the makings for a GREAT STORY!
4. GOOD DEEDS are tiny coins
hidden In an ancient VAULT
and the BOOK KEEPER…DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES!
5. SAVOR THE MOMENT,
because time will surely steal the FLAVOR!
6. It is difficult to not think of TOMORROW,
and live for TODAY,
especially...when You spent everything YESTERDAY!
7. It is never the RIGHT TIME to make a BAD DECISION!
8. Maybe the reason we never get ANYWHERE,
is we have to many people in our lives
making us GO-ROUND and ROUND!
9. Effort is REWARDED…
at least by knowing you tried!
10. It takes only a SECOND OF THOUGHT,
to prevent a LIFE TIME OF PAIN…
and a MINUTE OF PATIENCE
to CHANGE YOUR DESTINY!
11. Do not heap unnecessary problems
upon an already OVER BURDENED LIFE!

12. Trying to be spiritual and working to be rich
at the same time,
is like trying to carry SEVEN WATER MELONS AT ONCE!
13. HOLLOW MINDS make place
for someone-else’s...ECHOES!
14. ADVICE is sickening when your FULL OF IT!
15. DO NOT overload a friend with more of your ADVICE,
while he is still stuck because of your LAST SUGGESTION!
16. EXPLOSIONS!!!
Occur when some things unite,
so with STRONG OPINIONS in the same place!
17. ISM's...can make SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING,
and NOTHING OUT OF SOME-THINGS!
18. GLORY is carried on the shoulders of HONOR
wearing the crown of JOY,
walking the path of HUMILITY
among the crowds of PRIDE and NO ONE KNOWS!
19. Love is NOT LIKELY to find a SWEET HEART,
hidden in a....SALTY ATTITUDE!
20. So precious are a child's feelings,
that time itself chooses to HIDE THEM in secrets…
and men CANNOT FIND THEM!
21. One CHILD'S stroke of GENIUS is another CHILD'S
…STRETCHED IMAGINATION!
22. The over all feeling left after an experience,
will usually age itself into a LASTING IMPRESSION,
may it be a ROSE IN THE NOSE, NOT A FOOT PRINT ON THE BEHIND!

23. Great OAKS bow to the wind,
so with a great person who possesses
HUMILITY AND STRENGTH!
24. Give a child the OPPORTUNITY and it will certainly

Hide Behind all its mothers EXCUSES!
25. The hillside SMOTHERED IN WILD FLOWERS
is natures personal gift
to our tired eyes!
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26. Generosity in a child
is like finding a COLD CLEAR SPRING
under a bolder on your DRY LAND!
Generosity in a family
is like inheriting a great valley
filled with WATER FALLS!
27. It is easy to find a BOUNTIFUL SOUL,
just look for the FRUITS!
28. INSULT TO BENEVOLENCE is an impatient taking,
but honor to generosity
is a GRACIOUS ACCEPTANCE.
29. A devious mans walk on hot coals
with bare feet...
IS NOTHING compared to the GLORIOUS innocence of a child
skipping on cool green grass...WITH BOOTS ON.
30. In the long run of ...MARRIAGE,
be able to crawl with your children,
walk slow with your wife
and keep pace with the years.
31. PRACTICE SIGNING PEACE TREATIES AT HOME,
and there will surely be more VICTORIES ON THE BATTLEFIELD OF LIFE.
32. Do not let your momentary STUPIDITY
make you into a slingshot,
for someone else’s mad stone…
nor your own!
33. TRYING...and FALLING SHORT OF SUCCESS
is better than succeeding at FALLING SHORT at doing NOTHING!!!
34. Better to be a SCARED CROW FLYING
than a "SCARECROW" stuck,

sort of like CAUTION and GREED.
35. DESERTS were especially created For “Camels”
so were great troubles made for "CLUMSY TONGUES"
36. You can tell a good family
when you have a hard time determining,
where family ends and good begins.
37. Dilemmas are a hazard to foolishness
but a challenge To WISDOM.
38. A "CONCENTRATION CAMP" today,
is a place where a father takes his family
and teaches them to be...QUIET.
39. Once a father recognizes that first intelligent conversation
between himself and his child,
he better know that "EXCITING DISCUSSIONS"
lay wait for him...SOON.
40. Without a sense of humor a man could die...SERIOUSLY!
41. By FAITH you possess the map,
by KNOWLEDGE you read the signs,
by WISDOM you discern the unknowns,
by GOOD DEEDS you reach THE TREASURE.
42. Do not wait too long for life to do something for you,
it might just take you by SURPRISE.
43. A very STERN LOSS will
usually put THINGS into perspective,
or put perspective...INTO THINGS!
44. After a CRASH clipped wings are best worn...HUMBLY.
45. WINGS and ROOTS:
The roots of a good family are beautiful and strong,
while the wings of adventure are so easily broken,
they can carry you places but not always get you back!
The best kind of wings for the youth are "CLIPPED ONES".
46. Somewhere in the future Each of us will meet a dream,
let's hope it had a good conclusion?
47. No matter how hard you try In this life,
you can never out run your mind or run out of it,

so walk carefully With your MEMORIES.
48. The simplest GOOD DEED will one day be worth
more than gold but only when such things are VALUED.
49. If necessary...
KNOW how to ask ONE SHARP QUESTION
and CUT THE BULL!
50. People who think that the building cannot go on without them,
usually discover too late
THEY WERE NOT EVEN PART OF THE BLUEPRINT!!
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51. WRINKLES on a mother's face are STATEMENTS,
for her children's lives
but very few know how to READ serious EVIDENCE!
52. Do not be grudged by a disappointing loss,
especially if it began with an honest attempt TO DO GOOD!
53. SATISFACTION IS A DERIVITY Of ACCOMPLISHMENT!
54. Someone will always be there to get the short end,
do not be to hasty to be AVAILABLE!
55. Even though you might be hurt,
do not send an old friend away without a BLESSING!
56. Why is it so necessary to take in account
of other peoples FEELINGS when making a decision?
IT PROVES YOUR WORTHY CONSIDERATION!
57. IGNORANCE is the greatest builder of prisons
and WISDOM is the pardon for MINDS which seek FREEDOM!
58. Without ambition life's dreams are just painful memories!
59. Distance between friends
is sometimes the reason THEY ARE!
60. Guard and protect your own blessing
by sealing your lips from hurting others!
61. BEWARE OF DIRECTION!
Know east from west or you will end up chasing your own shadow!
62. Do not bury your head in the sand,

you might not be aware of the rising tides!
63. At least admit to yourself your own STUPIDITY
and begin the process of PERSONAL INTELLIGENCE!
64. The process of self recovery
begins with heavy doses of strong humility!
65. It is easier to CHEW sharp THORNS
than listening to your CHILDREN QUARREL!
66. A bitter soul serves two purposes,
DEATH to its owner and an example to others,
who desire LIFE!
67. If your trying to hide Your problems from people,
stop carrying them around on your shoulders,
your leaving to many DEEP IMPRESSIONS …BEHIND!
68. Why does TROUBLE always arrive in waves
and depart in drips?

69. Good thoughts towards distant friends
plants a seed to be harvested…ELSEWHERE
IN DUE SEASON!
70. CONSIDER the BEE,
THINK about the STINGER before you reach For the HONEY,
so with SWEET SECRETS!
71. CRITICISM is JUDGMENTS COMPANION
and together THEY RAISE HELL!
72. Never dive into anything you cannot see through,
ESPECIALLY someone else's...SMOKE SCREEN!
73. Many times a colorful character is just hiding
a BLACK AND WHITE LIFE!
74. TELL a friend a secret and your friendship is weighed,
TELL a fool a secret and you become ONE TWO!
75. Counting the CRUMBS helps KEEP BREAD on the table!
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76. Why is it that some people bathe in the glory,
after putting out the fire with somebody else's WATER?

"I SAID IT!"
77. When you stop thinking about other peoples feelings,
you do not deserve a thought by others.
78. Trying to quench FIERY OPINIONS,
is like spitting into an erupting volcano,
you just waste your spit and end up with ASH ON YOUR FACE! (Politics)
79. If you live atop a pile of MONEY,
do not fall on sudden CHANGE.
80. LOVE, is lost...QUICKEST in the dark!
81. Criticizing people with money
is like burning the BANK DOWN!
82. IDOLS in the mind live for NOTHING!
83. Teach a mind to TRICK
and eventually it will play games with its OWNER!
84. Limitations are built like a wall, a stone at a time
and goals are attained sometimes by tearing down.
85. If you're really not much good at accomplishing things,
at least plant a fruit tree and leave something behind for others.
86. If you have got dirty hands
you're either a trouble maker or a hard worker
but if you have got clean hands
PONDER YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!
87. Slivers were invented by GOD as a simple instrument,
to reveal mans VULNERABILITY!
88. Do not be oblivious to a friends needs,
and he will never be BLIND TO YOURS.
89. NIBBLE on your PRIDE a little each day
and when you finally have to swallow it,
you won’t CHOKE ON THE WHOLE DANG THING!
90. Be obstinate about being good
and be good to those that are obstinate!
91. Do not hope for anything with all your soul,
then later have to pay for it with your life!

92. PROMOTE good judgment in your children ahead of time
and they will discern RIGHTFULLY when it is needful!
93. A tree's bark protects the tree,
so does a father's BARK protect his domain!
94. The job of children is to define the boundaries
of their parents marriage
and the job of parents
is to defend the borders they never knew EXISTED!
95. Children, your parents are BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS,
so do not work to hard to alter their ability to shine for you!
96. A BULL fight begins with one or more persons
…FLINGING IT!
97. Unfulfilled obligations are like barnacles on a hull,
they begin to weigh and alter a vessels course.
98. Your character could be a FLASHING SIGNAL to others that your WAY is a DEAD END!

99. An "I TOLD YOU SO brings nothing to a situation
even when there were wrongs!
100. Do not let ripples of concern alter your course,
after making it through an emotional HURRICANE!
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Thank You

Note: we share this Food for Thought with you in the hope it can assist you in communicating with your family and
friends. They are presented as thought provokers and special time pieces. Sometimes we need a break from TV,
Radio, Computers and everyday business; maybe these individual stories will bring forth wholesome thoughts and
help everyone to think outside the box!

Sayings & Analogies
Taken From Old Blind Mikes special collection called Ponderosity!
These are the Authors Personal Writings!
Order A full print copy at:
https://www.createspace.com/4423324
This book has some 520 pages of never before published proverbs and saying. It will take you a year
to read them and a life time to grasp them!

